A fast, two-coil, pseudo-continuous labeling scheme is presented. This new scheme permits the collection of a multislice subtraction pair in <3 s, depending on the subject's arterial transit times. The method consists of acquiring both control and tag images immediately after a labeling period that matches the arterial transit time. The theoretical basis of the technique, and simulations of the signal during changes in both transit time and perfusion are presented. Experimental data from functional imaging experiments were collected to demonstrate the technique and its characteristics. Magn Reson Med 51:577-585, 2004.
Blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast functional MRI (fMRI) is currently the dominant technique for functional imaging, and it has produced a wealth of information about the brain's cognitive function. Although BOLD techniques offer great detection power, they also have limitations; therefore, there is strong interest in the development of perfusion-based functional imaging techniques. These limitations include the complexity of the mechanism that gives rise to the BOLD signal (1, 2) , the nonlinearity of that signal (3, 4) , the temporal noise characteristics (5) , and the well-known sensitivity to susceptibility artifacts.
In contrast, perfusion is a quantifiable physiological parameter that is easier to relate to neuronal metabolism. Furthermore, our ability to dynamically measure cerebral blood flow (CBF) is crucial for understanding the BOLD effect. Recent animal studies conducted at high field and high spatial resolution indicated that CBF changes are more localized to the parenchyma than the BOLD effect, consistent with the notion that the BOLD effect is weighted toward draining veins (6, 7) .
In the light of these considerations, it is not surprising that there has been extensive work toward the development of rapid, noninvasive cerebral perfusion measurement techniques over the last decade. Among these, arterial spin labeling (ASL) (8 -11) , which employs magnetically labeled arterial water as an endogenous tracer, is the most promising. One additional advantage of ASL techniques is the nature of the noise present along the temporal dimension. fMRI time series data contain severe low-fre-quency, auto-correlated drifts, the amplitude of which is much larger than the BOLD signal itself (12) . These lowfrequency drifts are not present in ASL time series, which effectively enables the use of very low-frequency functional paradigms (13) . Furthermore, Desmond and Glover (14) recently showed that the power of an fMRI study is largely determined by the intersubject variance of the activation response intensity. In a BOLD experiment, this variance stems from both physiological and hardware variability, whereas in an ASL experiment, the variability observed is mostly due to physiological sources, since the hardware effects are largely subtracted out.
ASL techniques also present a number of challenges. These techniques suffer from low SNR, since Ͻ10% of the water in a given voxel is contributed by blood (15, 16) , and the label decays at a quick rate. This problem can be partially alleviated by increasing the amount of label that is introduced into the tissue, by using longer RF labeling pulses until the tissue of interest becomes saturated with labeled blood. This approach is referred to as continuous ASL (CASL). Another major limitation of ASL techniques, particularly CASL, is low temporal resolution (and consequently the SNR because of a lower number of averages in a given time period). This is because the acquisition of ASL image pairs usually takes 3-8 s, depending on the amount of time it takes to label the arterial blood. Collecting multislice data can also be challenging because the imaging RF pulses can interfere with the inversion label of the arterial water (17, 18) . In addition, one must acquire all slices within a short period of time in order to sample the label before it clears from the tissue of interest.
Wong et al. (19) proposed a pulsed labeling scheme in which the control image is acquired immediately after labeling, before the spins reach the tissue of interest. Thus the tagged image is acquired after the control period, when the inversion tag reaches the tissue of interest. The net effect of this approach, dubbed "turbo-ASL," is a marked increase in the temporal resolution of the measurement.
We have found that by choosing the right tagging duration and TR, one can take advantage of the wash-in and wash-out kinetics of the system to dramatically reduce the time it takes to collect a CASL image pair. This is similar to the turbo-ASL approach.
In traditional CASL experiments, an inversion label is applied until a steady-state concentration of the label is built up in the tissue of interest. Subsequently, a second reference (control) image is collected by allowing all of the label to clear the tissue. However, in the approach presented here, we propose to speed up the measurement by collecting the control and labeled images after a single labeling period. In other words, we apply the label only until its leading edge is about to reach the imaging slice, and then immediately collect the "control" image. The "tag" image is acquired at the following TR after the back edge of the inverted spins have arrived at the imaging plane. By using this pseudo-continuous approach, we give up some of the SNR advantage afforded by CASL and we increase the sensitivity of the ASL signal to arterial transit times, but we are able to increase the temporal resolution of the ASL measurement, and detect and characterize perfusion responses to event-related experiments.
In this work we describe the theoretical framework for this new method (which we term "turbo-CASL"), explore the effect of transit time changes on the technique, and demonstrate its use on both block-design and event-related fMRI data.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Simulations
The kinetics of a turbo-ASL system, such as the one described by Wong et al. (19) , can be described by the same first-order kinetic model proposed by Buxton et al. (20) :
where ⌬M is the CASL subtraction signal, ␣ is the degree of inversion of the tagged arterial water, M oA is the arterial blood magnetization, f is the perfusion rate, c(t) describes the arterial input function into the tissue, r(t) is a function describing the wash-out of tag from the tissue, and m(t) is the exponential decay of the tag due to T 1 . We modified this framework to include the effect of sampling the tag at the slice of interest. In practice, the accumulated tag is destroyed each TR when the different slices are excited by the RF pulses of the acquisition sequence, and the model must be revised to account for this effect. If sampling of individual slices is fast enough (Ͻ50 ms), the destroyed tag will not have time to affect the adjacent slices. Thus, in our model we "reset" the accumulated tag to zero every time the slice is acquired.
To compute the amount of tag present in the slice when we take this periodic destruction of the tag into consideration, we must divide the experiment time into equal segments of TR duration. The analytical solution to the equation then has two possible cases (depicted in Fig. 1 ), as described below.
Case 1
The delivery of tag to the imaging slice occurs within a single TR interval. The leading edge of the tagged spins arrive at the imaging slice in the (N Ϫ 1)th TR interval and the trailing edge arrives before N * TR. In this case, the solution is given by:
Case 2
The delivery of tag to the imaging slice occurs over two TR intervals. The leading edge of the tagged spins arrives during the (N Ϫ 1)st TR interval, and the trailing edge arrives before (N ϩ 1)*TR. Here the solution is:
Where
and
In the above equations, ⌬t is the arterial transit time, is the duration of the labeling RF, and 1 is the blood-brain partition coefficent. Using this framework, we simulated the behavior of the ASL signal as a function of TR (tagging duration ϭ TR Ϫ 200 ms for acquisition of four slices), given specific transit times (1, 1.5, and 2 s) between the labeling and imaging planes. In a second simulation, the transit time was varied while the sequence parameters were held fixed (TR ϭ 1.5 s, tagging duration ϭ 1.45 s). In both cases, the following constants were used in the model (f ϭ 0.015 ml/g/s, M oA ϭ 3000, T 1arterial ϭ 1.5 s, T 1tissue ϭ 1.6 s, ␣ ϭ 0.9, ϭ 0.9 ml/g). f was chosen as a typical (9,21) gray-matter perfusion measurement (90 ml/min/100 g), M oA is an arbitrary signal intensity, T 1 for tissue was estimated from earlier measurements of gray matter at our laboratory, ␣ was arbitrarily assumed to be 90% efficient, and T 1arterial and were obtained from the literature (22, 23) . We used the results of these simulations to determine the optimum labeling time for a given transit time, and the effects of errors in the transit time measurement on the measured perfusion signal.
Pulse Sequence Design and Hardware
Imaging was carried out at 3T on a GE (Milwaukee, WI) Signa LX system. ASL was accomplished by the use of a separate transmitter coil placed on the subject's neck, as in previous studies (17, 18, 24) , while imaging was carried out using the standard GE birdcage coil. The labeling coil was a custom figure-eight coil (diameter ϭ 6 cm), built such that the two loops were at a 130°angle relative to each other. The angle between the two loops permitted a better fit of the subjects' neck and greater proximity of the arteries to the focal point of the coil. The labeling coil was powered by a separate signal generator (PTS 500; Programmed Test Sources Inc., Littleton, MD) and amplifier (custom-built by Henry Radio Supply, Los Angeles, CA), which was in turn controlled through TTL pulses from the MRI scanner. Inversion of the spins was verified by separate imaging experiments on humans and on a flow phantom (25) for flow velocities of 20 cm/s. No significant RF bleed-through or coupling between the tagging and imaging coils was found, and no decoupling hardware was necessary.
For the perfusion imaging experiments, four slices were collected with the birdcage coil using a spin-echo spiral sequence (TE ϭ 12 ms, variable TR, flip angle ϭ 90°). In the turbo-CASL experiments, the TR was set to the measured transit time (as described below) between the labeling plane and the volume of interest. The tagging segment consisted of a continuous RF pulse applied with the figure-eight coil described above for a period equal to TR Ϫ 230 ms to allow for image acquisition. Tagging was applied on alternating acquisitions.
The protocol described below was carried out on human volunteers (N ϭ 6), who were scanned in accordance with the University of Michigan's Internal Review Board regulations.
Arterial Transit Time Measurement During Steady State (Resting and Active)
We collected multislice maps of the arterial transit time from the inversion plane at the neck to the imaging plane during both rest and activation conditions. Transit times were estimated by varying the TR (500, 750, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800, 2000, 2400, 3000, and 4000 ms) and keeping the tagging time 230 ms shorter than TR to allow the acquisition of four slices using a forward spiral acquisition (TE ϭ 12 ms, alpha ϭ 90%, and no arterial flow crushers). Under the assumption that flow remained at a steady state during each condition, the data were then fit to the linear Buxton model (Eqs. [3] - [5] ) modified for partial saturation of the tag by the imaging pulses using a leastsquares fitting routine in Matlab (The Mathworks, South Natick, MA) for each voxel in the image. BOLD contribu-tions to the signal were assumed to be negligible at our choice of TE, and were expected to cancel out in the subtractions.
Transit time maps were collected in this manner during conditions of both rest (the subject lay in the scanner while looking at cross-hairs on a black background) and activation (the subject performed self-paced finger-tapping continuously over the acquisition). For averaging purposes, 16 control/tag pairs were acquired (only eight averages were collected for the 4000-ms case). The total duration of this portion of the experiment was about 10 min. Still under the assumption that flow remained at a steady state during each condition, we were then able to determine the transit time change for the activating voxels (as determined by the "standard" CASL block-design task described below).
A T 1 map was acquired separately by an inversion recovery scheme consisting of the same spiral acquisition used for the ASL images preceded by a hyperbolic secant adiabatic inversion pulse applied TI ms before the acquisition (TR ϭ 10000 ms; TI ϭ 20, 100, 500, 1000, 3000, and 8000 ms). Consequently, the only free parameters in the fit were amplitude and transit time. The fits were carried out using a nonlinear fitting routine in Matlab.
Block-Design Activation Maps
A block-design, bilateral finger-tapping experiment was repeated twice to identify the motor cortex. The activation paradigm consisted of 40 s of rest alternating with 40 s of finger-tapping repeated over five cycles. The subjects received instructions through a visual stimulus presentation screen (IFIS; Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA) that displayed the words "REST" and "TAP," and their performance was monitored visually from the control room. The first activation map was collected using a "standard" continuous labeling scheme (TR ϭ 4 s, tag duration ϭ 3 s, post-tagging delay ϭ 0.75 s), and the second one was collected using the turbo-CASL sequence, where the optimal TR was chosen from the transit time mapping experiment above for each individual subject. Typical tagging times and TRs were around 1.2 s and 1.5 s, respectively.
Both control and tagged images were sinc-interpolated separately at every acquisition, which effectively up-sampled the time series by a factor of 2. The resulting taggedcontrol pairs were subtracted to yield a perfusionweighted time series of images. Active voxels were identified by correlation to a smoothed boxcar reference function, and time courses were extracted from the active voxels. A significance threshold of P Ͻ 0.002 was used along with a contiguity threshold that excluded singlevoxel activations.
The baseline perfusion signal amplitude was measured for both the standard and turbo techniques by using the mean perfusion image intensity during the "rest" segments of the paradigm. The contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) was also measured for the average time series over all voxels that were active in both the standard and turbo acquisitions. To compute CNR, this time series was fit to a smoothed boxcar function. The amplitude of the signal increase due to activation was then divided by the square root of the mean square error.
Event-Related Activation Experiment
Using the turbo-CASL sequence, we collected a time series of images during a different finger-tapping task consisting of 2 s of tapping followed by 20 s of rest. This paradigm was repeated 30 times, for a total imaging time of 660 s. The data were sinc-interpolated and subtracted, as above, yielding a perfusion-weighted time series. Time courses from the pixels determined to be active in the previous "standard" ASL block-design experiment were extracted and averaged together to form a single time series.
Time Series Processing
After the images were reconstructed, the control and tagged time series were up-sampled through sinc-interpolation such that a control and a tagged image existed at every time point. The images were motion-corrected by applying the rigid-body transformation that minimized the normalized correlation between a standard image and the rest of the time series using the MCFLIRT package (26) . Figure 2 demonstrates the simulated signal behavior for both a standard CASL experiment (top) and a turbo-CASL experiment optimized for a 1.5-s transit time (bottom). In both cases, we show the effect of neglecting the saturation of tag due to the imaging RF. Note how the difference is much more significant in the turbo-CASL approach. The black line is the observed signal when the destruction of the tag by the imaging sequence is taken into account. In practice, the saturation due to a single 90°pulse will be incomplete (according to our previous experience, it may average ϳ70 -80% over the slice). However, the remaining signal that did not get saturated can be safely neglected, as it becomes greatly reduced due to outflow and T 1 decay by the following TR.
RESULTS
The results of the simulation of the signal behavior for a given transit time as a function of TR are shown in Fig. 3 for three different transit times (1, 1.5, and 2 s.). It can be seen that the largest amount of signal is always obtained for very long TR values (Ͼ5 s); however, the second highest signal amplitude peak occurs at a much shorter TR (i.e., when the TR is equal to the transit time). In the multislice case, the average signal over all four slices still peaks around the point when TR equals the transit time. Note that the signal amplitude of the earlier peaks is reduced somewhat in the multislice case. This is due to the larger portion of the TR that is being used for image acquisition rather than labeling, and underscores the fact that rapid image acquisition is essential to turbo-CASL acquisitions. Figure 4 shows the effect of a suboptimal choice of TR (i.e., when the transit time is different from that estimated during the optimization of the turbo-CASL sequence). In the figure it can be seen that a transit time of 1 s, for instance, results in no signal appearing in a sequence optimized for a 1.5-s transit time. For some transit times, contrast can even be reversed. From the results of this simulation, it can be seen that a large spread of transit time values within the imaging volume or any substantial shifts in transit time upon activation are undesirable in a turbo-CASL design. The signal amplitude is biased toward a transit time equal to the chosen TR of the sequence.
The appearance of the perfusion images for the various TR values used in the transit time mapping experiment are FIG. 2. Simulated signal (top) during a standard CASL experiment, as calculated using Eqs. [2] and [3] (recall that the observed signal is the subtraction of the control image from the tagged image). In this simulation, TR ϭ 4, ϭ 3, ⌬t ϭ 0.75 s, and delay before imaging ϭ 1.5 s. The blue line is the result of the standard model, while the black line takes into account the fact that the tag at the imaging plane is lost after imaging. Each red X indicates a time when image acquisition occurred. Note that the delay between the start of the tagging period and the arrival of the spins at the location of interest is Ͼ1 s because of the distance between the location of the inversion coil (neck) and the imaging plane. Our strategy (bottom) consists of collecting the control image before the leading edge of the tag reaches the slice of interest and the tag image after a control period, during which the tag fills the tissue of interest. In this case, TR ϭ 1.5 s, ϭ1.3 s, ⌬t ϭ 1.5 s, and delay before imaging ϭ 4 ms.
FIG. 3. Accumulated tag as a function of TR in a sequence in which
the tagging time is the same as TR minus the time to collect the slices (left). Note that in terms of absolute signal, the secondhighest local maximum (minumum in the figure) occurs when TR is approximately the same as the transit time delay. It is also apparent that the perfusion signal in a multislice turbo-CASL sequence is somewhat reduced due to the increased portion of the TR needed for image acquisition (right).
shown in Fig. 5 . As predicted, there is a local maximum in signal intensity of opposite contrast at a shorter TR value than is traditionally used in CASL experiments.
The measured signal vs. TR for both rest and activation conditions is shown in Fig. 6 . These results demonstrate the changes in both perfusion and transit time that occur due to motor activity. The in vivo data reflect the pattern observed in the simulations depicted in Fig. 3 . The oscillations of the curve at the low TR values are not apparent in Fig. 6 -probably because of the lack of sampling at those time points, or perhaps also because of the "smoothing" effect of a greater distribution of transit times in vivo compared to the simulation (see Fig. 3 , right panel). Transit time measurements from human subjects were obtained from fitting plots similar to these for each individual voxel. One subject was excluded from all subsequent analyses due to excessive movement. Note that in addition to fitting the data, the transit time is also evident from the location of the negative peak near 1.5 s. The results from the fits are shown in Table 1 . The data indicate that there is a decrease in transit time during the active state relative to the resting state in the motor cortex. In previous experiments (data not shown), we also found that the transit times varied across brain tissue consistently with the anatomy of the cerebral vascular tree (i.e., longer transit times were observed in the occipital regions than in the frontal regions). Focal spots of very short transit times can also be appreciated over the large arteries.
The resulting fits of the model to the measured data under the steady-state rest and activation conditions are shown in Table 1 , and a histogram of a representative subject's transit times is shown in Fig. 7 . Note that the majority of the transit times fall within a 0.5-s range for this subject. The areas near the midline of the brain in slices 2-4 show the fastest transit time, with most of the longest transit times appearing in the white matter. This pattern of shortest transit times near the midline was consistent over all subjects.
The mean transit times at rest ranged from approximately 1.4 -1.7 s in the voxels that showed activation. In the same voxels, the mean shift in transit time was found to be 151 ms Ϯ 44.8 ms (mean Ϯ SD). All of the subjects experienced a Ͼ100-ms decrease in transit time in the activating voxels, and a smaller decrease in transit time in the remaining, nonactivating voxels in the brain. This change in transit time was 41.4 ms Ϯ 25.3 ms. We attribute FIG. 5. Perfusion-weighted images for the turbo-CASL sequence with different choices of TR for subject 1 under the resting condition. Note that the images at TRs of 1.2 and 1.4 s are the negative peak predicted by the model. It is readily seen that transit times for large vessels near the midline are the fastest, as these are the first to reverse contrast. the reduction of transit time in the nonactivated voxels to the contribution from those voxels near the activated area that did not change significantly enough to be classified as active by the statistical map.
The amplitude parameter (C1 in Eqs.
[2]- [4] ) from the same fits revealed a relative signal increase upon activation (as determined by the magnitude of the scale factor in the transit time fit), which averaged 82.6% Ϯ 24.1%.
The mean baseline perfusion signal over the whole brain for turbo-CASL was reduced by 32.1% Ϯ 12.5% relative to the standard CASL. Our simulations predicted a reduction in signal of only 28.1% and 17.0% for transit times of 1.4 s and 1.6 s, respectively. It is not surprising that the simulations overestimated the signal for turbo-CASL, because they assumed a uniform transit time to all voxels. As noted above, although there is a range of transit times across the brain, the timing of the turbo-CASL scheme can only be optimized for a single transit time.
The average time series over all activating voxels are shown for both the standard and turbo-CASL techniques in Fig. 8 . The average CNR obtained using the turbo-CASL method was 3.9, while it was 6.9 using the traditional method (i.e., 42.9% CNR loss in turbo-CASL relative to standard CASL). However, turbo-CASL allowed a greater number of time points (Ͼ2.5 times more) to be collected during the same time period, which mitigated the SNR loss by allowing a greater number of averages and thus improved the characterization of the time-series data.
The average perfusion response function across all subjects obtained during the event-related paradigm is shown in Fig. 9 . The voxels averaged were those found to be active in the standard CASL block-design experiment.
DISCUSSION
CNR and SNR Issues
It is apparent from the CNR comparison that the turbo-CASL technique suffers from a reduction of CNR as compared to standard CASL. In pulsed turbo-ASL (PASL), very little penalty in noise was obtained by going from a 2-s TR to a 1-s TR, because the same duration of tag was used. However, in the CASL implementation, we are not able to use the very long labeling durations that have traditionally given CASL techniques their improved perfusion signal amplitude over PASL techniques. Thus, we lose some of the signal advantage of CASL over PASL by using a turbo implementation of the technique. On the other hand, we are able to collect more data points during the same scanning period, which increases the degrees of freedom available for linear regression (thus recovering some of the sensitivity of the detection), and increases the temporal resolution available to characterize the responses. This is illustrated by the fact that despite the lower CNR of the turbo technique, approximately the same number of significant voxels were found as in the standard case due to the greatly increased degrees of freedom in the statistical analysis (125 or 143 for turbo vs. 50 for standard). As regards SNR, the additional number of averages available in the turbo-CASL technique mitigates the SNR loss from the shorter labeling time relative to the standard CASL technique. The number of averages possible within a period of time increases with 1/TR, and consequently the noise can be reduced by the square root of TR. Figure 10 shows an estimate of the SNR of turbo-CASL as a function of TR by dividing the simulated data in Fig. 3 by the square root of TR. Note that in the optimum case (TR ϭ transit time) there is an SNR gain of 40% relative to the continuous case of 4-s labeling.
According to the model, the optimum SNR of the measurement is primarily affected by the choice of TR relative to the transit time. As predicted by Eqs. [2] - [5] , the observed signal amplitude will also be affected by the efficiency of the inversion pulses in a linear fashion. The signal amplitude is also affected by the T 1 decay rate of the tissue and the blood in a less straightforward way. The T 1 of the blood affects the scaling in front of the equation, but does not affect the uptake kinetics. The T 1 of the tissue affects the steepness of the uptake of the tag once it reaches the slice. For example, at 1.5T (where the T 1 's of blood and tissue are significantly shorter than at 3T), the model predicts 30% less tag, but the optimum tagging time remains the same. The steady state necessary for the standard CASL technique would be achieved slightly earlier at 1.5T than at 3T due to shorter tissue T 1 . The optimum tagging time is still determined by the arterial transit time, regardless of the field strength.
Optimizing the Tagging Time
The acquisition scheme consists of applying a tagging pulse and collecting the control image before the tag ar- rives at the slice of interest, and then collecting the tagged image as the tissue fills with the inversion tag. In this scheme, the tag clears during the application of the next labeling pulse. It is therefore crucial to select the right tagging and sampling times (i.e., by setting the TR to be the same as the transit time between the labeling plane and the imaging plane). Failure to do so can result in severe signal loss and artifactual ASL measurements that do not reflect the changes in flow. In our practical experience with the technique, we have found that we can accurately estimate the resting transit time in Ͻ10 min by collecting eight ASL images with tagging times of 800 -2000 ms, and TRs set to the tagging time plus an additional 200 ms.
Spatial and Temporal Variability of the Arterial Transit Times
From the simulations, we can see that implemention of the current method hinges on determining the arterial transit time of the label between the inversion and the imaging planes. Therefore, a concern with our technique is the variability of arterial transit times between different slices. The graph in Fig. 4 indicates that a 10% error in the measurement of transit time (or a 10% change between measurement of transit time and acquisition of the perfusion time series) translates into a loss (or gain) in signal of up to 15%, depending on whether the transit time is overor underestimated.
Because of the spread of transit time values (shown in the histogram of Fig. 7) , whatever TR is chosen for the turbo-CASL experiment will not be optimal for all voxels in the volume, and there will be a bias in sensitivity toward voxels that have a transit time equal to the chosen TR. The magnitude of this bias will depend on the degree the voxel's transit time differs from the chosen TR ( Fig. 4) .
At the same time, however, many of the longest times observed in the histogram occur in white-matter voxels, as shown in the transit-time map in Fig. 7 and previously reported in the literature (27) . Because of this longer transit time and the lower perfusion rate, white-matter voxels tend to be quite noisy in any ASL-based perfusion measurement, and thus a great deal of the variance is seen in the higher range of transit times. Additionally, white-matter voxels are often disregarded in functional experiments because cognitive activation occurs mostly in the gray matter. It may then be appropriate to bias the measurement toward the gray matter and disregard the low SNR whitematter voxels in the turbo-CASL implementation.
The faster transit times in the histogram likely occurred in areas where the signal was dominated by large arteries. The use of small diffusion-weighting gradients to crush the rapidly arriving arterial signal would effectively eliminate many of the shortest transit times observed in the histogram, and make the measurement more weighted toward microvascular and tissue perfusion.
Quantification can become more difficult if the transit time also varies along the time dimension (i.e., it changes significantly during a period of neuronal activity relative to the resting state). Our data, together with those in Ref. 28 , show that transit time is reduced approximately 10% during periods of activation. These changes in transit time and flow that occur during a stimulation experiment in-troduce a nonlinear relationship between the turbo-CASL signal and the underlying perfusion, as illustrated by Fig.  4 . The simulations presented here hold true for steadystate systems (i.e., constant flow and transit time), but in the case of dynamic changes, the ASL signal is likely to represent a distorted version of the underlying flow function. The present theoretical framework approximates the ASL signal, but it would be more appropriate to develop a model that reflects this nonlinear signal behavior. We believe the current models are ill-suited for accurate quantification of perfusion using turbo-CASL because of this technique's sensitivity to variation in transit times, and we are currently developing a more suitable mathematical framework for a dynamically changing system. Nevertheless, our data clearly show that the turbo-CASL approach is very effective in detecting neuronal activation, even in event-related experiments. It should be noted that the activation-induced transit time changes presented here were measured in a block-design motor task, which produces very large changes in BOLD response and thus represents an upper limit of what to expect in a routine fMRI experiment.
Arterial Compartment
Most models developed for quantitative perfusion measurements are geared toward the microvasculature and tissue perfusion. ASL sequences normally employ gradient crushers or delays to suppress the arterial signal contribution in the image.
For functional imaging purposes, however, we have observed that neuronal activation elicits vast changes in the arterial ASL signal (i.e., the ASL signal increases in the absence of arterial suppression are far greater than such increases in the presence of suppression). Thus, we minimized the amount of suppression of arterial flow in order to suppress only the largest arteries with the fastest flow. Additionally, we must consider that turbo-CASL is quite sensitive to changes in transit time. Blood reaches the arteries at the slice of interest earlier than it reaches the tissue bed by approximately 500 ms (Ref. 29 and our own observations), so our data are weighted toward the arterial compartment. We are currently developing a model that contains two separate compartments for the arterial and tissue components.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new approach for obtaining fast CASL measurements of perfusion that is suitable for eventrelated functional imaging experiments. These measurements are sensitive to changes in transit time, which introduce errors in the quantification of the measurements. From a practical standpoint, however, our data show that turbo-CASL is well suited for detecting perfusion responses in both block-design and event-related experiments.
